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Analytic Self-Mapping Reducing to the Identity Mapping

Takao Kato

1. Accola [1] gave a criterion for an analytic self-mapping of Riemann surface

to be the identity mapping as follows :

THEOREM A. Let Wbe a Riemann surface ofgenus greater than one. Letfbe an

automorphism of W. Suppose thaï there are four independent cycles Cu..., C4, so that

C1xC3 C2xC4 l and C.xC^O if i+j=l (mod2). Suppose f(Cl)~Cl (reads

f(Ct) is weakly homologous to Ct)for i= 1,..., 4. Thenfis the identity mapping. Hère
Ct x Cj dénotes the intersection number of Ct and Cj.

If any one of the assumptions of this theorem is omitted, then the conclusion fails.
In this sensé Theorem A is best possible. Despite of this fact it is still open to discuss

the possibility of giving weaker conditions. In this paper we shall try to seek for such

weaker conditions for an analytic self-mapping to be the identity mapping.

2. At fîrst we shall consider some conditions which imply that an analytic self-

mapping reduces to an automorphism. The présent author and Kubota [3] obtained
such a condition already. We state it in a weak form.

THEOREM B. Let Wbe a Riemann surface ofpositive genus and with non-abelian

fundamental group, f an analytic self-mapping of W and C a non-dividing cycle on W.

Iff(C)~C (readsf(C) is homologous to C), thenfis an automorphism offinite period.

In terms of weak homology we hâve an analogue of Theorem B as follows :

THEOREM 1. Let W andf be as in Theorem B. Suppose that f (y) is a dividing
cycle for every dividing cycle y. Let C be a non-dividing cycle. Iff(C)~C thenfis an

automorphism offinite period.

Proof Since/(y)~0 for every y ~0, we hâve/n (C) ~ C for every positive integer n,

where/" dénotes the n-th itération of/. Suppose that/is not an automorphism. Then

{/"} tends to a point on W or a component of the idéal boundary of W uniformly
on every compact subset of W(Cî. [2, 3, 4]). This contradicts the fact that/n(C)~ C

and that C is a non-dividing cycle (Cf. Proof of Lemma 2 of [3]).

Using Theorem B and Theorem 1 we can paraphrase Theorem A under weaker

assumptions. We omit them.
On the other hand as a supplementary resuit of Theorem B we hâve
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THEOREM 2. Let W be an open Riemann surface ofpositive genus. Let fbe an

analytic self-mapping of W. Suppose there exist two cycles Ct and C2, so that CtxC2 l
andf(Ci)&Ci (ï= 1, 2). Thenfis the identity mapping.

This is a counterpart of a resuit of Marden, Richards and Rodin [4, p. 224].
Proof Since/fQjwCj and Ct is a non-dividing cycle,/is an automorphism of

finite period. Therefore, there is a canonical subregion R of Wsuch that CuC2aR
and that/is an automorphism of R. Hence we may assume that Wis a compact bor-
dered Riemann surface. Let ffîbe the double of W, and let/be the extension of/to W.

We can carry Q and C2 to W— W in the standard manner. Applying Theorem A to
W and/, we conclude that/is the identity mapping.

3. Using a condition on the topological characters of a Riemann surface, we hâve

THEOREM 3. Let W be a Riemann surface of genus g (^2) and with k (^0)
boundary components. Let fbe an automorphism of W. Let Cx and C2 be cycles on W
such that C1xC2 l. Iff(Ct)~ Ct (i= 1, 2), then the period off is a common divisor

ofg— 1 and k. Ifk=0 or oo, then the period off is a divisor ofg— 1. Ifg= oo, then the

period offis a divisor ofk.
This theorem yields immediately

COROLLARY. Under the same hypothèses of Theorem 3, ifone ofthree cases (1)

g=2, (2) fc=l and (3) g—1 and k are coprime, is assumed, then f is the identity.

If it is not the case of Corollary we can construct a pair of FFand/ whose period
is the greatest common divisor ofg— 1 and k.

To prove Theorem 3 we need a lemma due to Accola [1].

LEMMA. Let W be a compact bordered Riemann surface of genus greater thon

one. Let fbe an automorphism of W so that f(CÏ)~Ci (i=l,2), and C1xC2 l. If
f has a fixed point or f leaves a boundary component invariant, then f is the identity
mapping.

ProofofTheorem 3. Since/is an automorphism of W, the hypothesis of Theorem 1

is fulfilled. Thus/has a finite period. Ifg is finite, there is a compact Riemann surface

of genus g, and it has an automorphism whose period is the same as the period of/.
Such a Riemann surface is constructed as foliows : Since g is finite, there is a compact
subregion of W whose genus is g, and the restriction of/to it is an automorphism of it.
Then there is a compact Riemann surface W of genus g which contains that région
as its subregion, so that the automorphism of the région can be extended conformally
to it in the unique way (Cf. Oikawa [5]).

We also dénote the extension by/. Let $ be the cyclic group generated by/. Dénote
the order of # by n (^2). For each7 <#,/<* has no fixed points by virtue of Lemma.
Therefore the natural projection of W onto the quotient #7# has no branch points.
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Let g0 dénote the genus of Wj<[>. We hâve n={g— l)/(g0 ~" 1) by the Riemann-Hurwitz
relation.

If A: is finite and positive, since/has a finite period, there is a canonical subregion
R of W, so that the restriction of/to R is an automorphism of R and the number of
boundary components of R is k. The restriction of/to R induces a permutation of the

boundary components of R. It is known that every permutation can be written as the

product ofdisjoint cycles. In our case, by virtue of Lemma every cycles of the permutation

has the same period. Thus the period of/is a divisor of k. This complètes the

proof of Theorem 3.

Restricting ourselves to the hyperelliptic case, we hâve the following:

THEOREM 4. Let W be a hyperelliptic Riemann surface. Letf, Q and C2 be as

in Theorem 3. Then the period offis at most two. Particularly, if W is ofeven genus,

thenfis the identity.
Proof Let W be the hyperelliptic Riemann surface defined by the équation

y2=P(x), where P(x) is a polynomial of degree at least six and each zéro of P(x) is

simple. There always exists the automorphism of W9 so called the sheets exchange,
which we dénote by s. Let q be the projection of FFonto the x-sphere. Tsuji [6] showed

that Qofog'1 is an elliptic linear transformation of the ^-sphère.

If/has a fixed point, then it is the identity by Lemma. Suppose that/has no fixed

point. Then sofhas four fixed point. Since, sof=fos, we hâve (sof)2=f2. Hence/2
is the identity.

If Wis ofeven genus, then/has an odd period by Theorem 3. Thus/is the identity.

In Theorem 4, if Wis of odd genus, there is a pair of JFand/so that/is not the

identity.
Let W be the Riemann surface defined by the équation y2 x2g+2-l where g

is an odd number. Let C± be a cycle on W which surrounds g-f 1 points enning+1\

w=0, 1,...,g, once, respectively. Let C2 be a cycle on W which surrounds g+l
points e?ning+1\ n= 1, 2,..., g+1, once, respectively. Let/be the automorphism of W

such that (x9 y)-+(-x, —y). Then thèse satisfy the assumption of Theorem 4, but/is
not the identity.

Combining Theorem A and Theorem B, we hâve

THEOREM 5. Let W be a Riemann surface of genus greater than one and with

not more than four boundary components. Letfbe an analytic self-mapping of W. Let

CU...,C4 be non-dividing cycles, such that C1xC3 C2xC4=l and CiXCj=0 if
i+j=l (mod2). Suppose f(Ct)~ Ct (/=1,..., 4). Thenfis the identity mapping.

Proof Since there are at most three independent dividing cycles, there is a linear

combination of Cx to C4 such that
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Hence, by Theorem B,/is an automorphism. Thus/is the identity by Theorem A.

4. In Theorem 5 the number four of cycles is best possible. We shall show it by an
example.

Let Ex be a triply connectée plane région bounded by {|z| l, O^argzgTi,
77r/6^argzgll7i/6}, {|z|=7/8, 7igargz^77r/6, Il7t/6gargz^27t}, {argz 0, n, In/Ô
and Htt/6, 7/8£|z|£1}, {argz=7i/8, 7tt/8, 2/3£|z|£1}, {|z| 2/3, 7r/12gargz^7c/85
7tz/8Sargz^ 1 In/12} and {argz= 13tt/12, 23tt/12, 5/8S \A S3/4}. We distinguish from
Ex slits along {argz=7t/12, IItt/12, 5/8^|z[^3/4, 7/8^|z|<1}, {argz=7i/6, Htt/6,
25/192^|z|g3/16, 49/192g|z|^l/3} and {argz=7r/4, 3/4g|z|<l}.

Let E2 be a simply connected plane région bounded by {|z| 1/2, 1, O^argz^Ti/6},
{argz=0, tt/6, 1/2^|z|^1}, {argz=7c/24, 2/3^|z|^l} and {|z|=2/3, 7r/24^

}. We distinguish from E2 slits along {argz 7i/12, 5/8 |z|

Let E3 be a simply connected plane région bounded by {\z\ 1/2,1,
57i/6, te, 1/2^|z|^1}, {argz=237c/24, 2/3g|z|^l} and {|z|=2/3, Htt/12

^argz^2371/24}. We distinguish from E3 slits along {argz=ll7i/12, 5/8^|z|^
}

Let E4 be a simply connected plane région bounded by {\z\ 1, 7c/6^argz^7r/3},
{argz=7i/3, l/12^|z|^l}, {|z| l/12, -7r/3^argz^7i/3}, {argz=-7i/3, l/12^|z|
^1/2}, {|z| l/2, -7i/3^argz^7c/6} and {argz 7i/6, l/2^|z|^l}. We distinguish
from E4 slits along {argz=7i/6, 11tt/6, 25/192^ |z| ^3/16, 49/192g|z|^l/3} and

{argz=7r/4, 3/4^|z|<l};
We construct the desired Riemann surface Wby joining E2, E3 and EA to Ex along

their corresponding distinguished slits in the standard manner. Then W has five
boundary components.

Let yn (resp. y2i) be a simple closed curve on W surrounding 3eni/12/4 and
7eni/i2/$ (resp. 3eilni/12/4 and 7eu*l'/12/8) once, respectively. Let y31 (resp. y41) be a

simple closed curve on W surrounding a slit {argz=137i/12 (resp. 23tt/12), 5/8^|z|
^3/4} once. Let y12 (resp. y22) be a simple closed curve on W surrounding 3eni/6/l6
and 49e*i/6/192 (resp. 3eiini/6/l6 and 49ellnf/6/192) once, respectively. Let y32 (resp.
y42) be a simple closed curve on W surrounding 25enil6j\92 and 3eni/6/16 (resp.
25ellni/6ll92 and 3^ll7ll/6/16) once, respectively. The orientations of thèse curves ytJ

are determined appropriately so that the discussion below holds good.
Put

Let (j> be the natural projection mapping Winto z-plane. Then/is determined so
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that ^ o/o 0 1 z2/3 Such an/is uniquely déterminée Thus we hâve CixC3 C2x C4

1, C^xC^O if i+jsO (mod2) and/(C,)~CI 0=1, ,4). But/is not an auto-
morphism
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